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During the mid-sixteenth century, the Mughal taswīr khāna (painting workshop) was founded, associated 
with the patronage of the emperor Akbar (r. 1556-1605) and comprised of artists from the Iranian Safavid 
court and from across South Asia. Whereas most ‘pre-Mughal’ painting decorated the pages of religious and 
poetical texts, the bourgeoning Mughal atelier’s focus on depicting contemporary events in an increasingly 
naturalistic manner signalled a conspicuous shift in subject and style.1 In both narrative illustrations of 
historical texts, such as the Akbarnāma (History of Akbar), and full-length portraits, imperial painters 
documented the physical appearance of the leading cultural, religious, and political figures of the day. 
Manṣabdārs (Mughal officials), members of the imperial family, holy men, musicians, soldiers, scribes, and 
artists are all represented in this corpus.

As early as the late sixteenth century, artists working at a number of Rajput courts in northern India 
began producing portraits of a similar type. In the process of acquiring territory in the north of the 
subcontinent, the imperial court became politically and socially affiliated with several Rajput kingdoms 
in the region of Rajasthan. Exposed to novel Mughal artistic conventions, the artists associated with some 
regional Rajput sūrat khānas (painting workshops), particularly those in Amber, Bikaner, Bundi, and Marwar, 
began to produce paintings, including portraits, in a style that approximated imperial models. Though early 
examples of Rajput-commissioned portraits maintain aesthetic ties to ‘pre-Mughal’ painting traditions in 
their stiff bodies, lack of subtle shading and minute detail, exaggerated proportions, and generic features, 
stylistic and compositional similarities with Mughal-commissioned portraits make it clear that artists and 
patrons in Rajasthan were emulating imperial precedents.2 By the mid-seventeenth century, the genre 
gained popularity in Rajasthan, with increasing numbers of portraits being produced at Rajput courts.

While aesthetic analysis confirms that imperial painting informed the incipient and evolving portrait 
tradition in Rajasthan, the modes of artistic exchange between Mughal and Rajput ateliers that resulted 
in these stylistic analogies are less well documented. Because historical texts typically focus on those in 
power, much more is known about Mughal and Rajput patrons than the artists they employed. As such, 
studies of the Mughal-Rajput artistic dialogue tend to emphasise the relationships of patrons and political 
leaders in accounting for the spread of imperial painting aesthetics. According to this model, Rajput leaders 
allied with the influential Mughal court were motivated to commission works that imitated the imperial 
style. While these political contacts may have shaped Rajasthani painting traditions, this framework 
for examining cultural exchange does not address the role of the painter in artistic production. There is 
evidence that imperially trained artists were important agents of stylistic transmission: at the end of the 
sixteenth century, increasing numbers of painters left the imperial taswīr khāna and found employment at 
various Rajput courts, bringing with them a technical and conceptual knowledge of Mughal portraiture.3 
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Imperially commissioned portraits collected at Rajput courts were also partly responsible for the 
introduction of Mughal artistic conventions to Rajasthan. Portraits made in the imperial atelier and 
included in eclectic Rajput art collections were made available to local painters as models of trends in 
Mughal painting. Through a process of assimilation and experimentation, artists working in Rajasthani 
sūrat khānas incorporated aesthetic qualities of Mughal portraiture into their own work. The hybrid style 
of Rajput portraits, combining ‘pre-Mughal’ and Mughal elements, is evidence of this development.4 
Collected Mughal portraits bear the marks of this aesthetic and conceptual negotiation in the form of added 
inscriptions and pigments: these amendments and alterations suggest that artists and scribes at Rajput 
courts explored the documentary potential of portraiture while also making Mughal examples of the genre 
legible to Rajput collectors. Rajasthani patrons and artists were not passive mimickers of imperial painting 
styles, as some past studies have implied. Instead, material remains indicate that the artists comprising 
various Rajput ateliers experimented with Mughal aesthetics and portrait conventions, thoughtfully and 
consciously reproducing elements that suited their patrons’ interests and their own artistic sensibilities.

In order to explore this process of aesthetic adaptation, this paper focuses on a late sixteenth-century 
portrait currently in the collection of the Fondation Custodia (Figs. 1a-b). The portrait’s style, painted 
additions, and multiple inscriptions suggest that it was produced by a Mughal-trained artist and was 
subsequently collected at a Rajput court. By interpreting these traces of the Mughal-Rajput artistic exchange, 
this paper argues that collected portraits were the sites of aesthetic experimentation, where divergent 
conceptions of the portrait genre were reconciled.

Defining the Portrait Genre at the Mughal Court:  
Form and Function
The corpus of portraits commissioned by Akbar is remarkably consistent in style, composition, and format. 
In comparison to earlier more generic representations of historical figures, Akbar commissioned portraits 
that accurately replicated the physical appearance of his contemporaries. Subtle shading, particularly 
around the face and neck, give figures the appearance of three-dimensional naturalism. Abu’l Fazl, Akbar’s 
official historian, marvels at the ‘delicacy of work,’ ‘clarity of line,’ and ‘boldness of execution’ which he 
claims ‘have reached perfection’ in the painting of the day, so much so that ‘inanimate objects appear to 
come alive.’5 In these full-length portraits, individuals are positioned with torsos and legs in three-quarter 
view and heads in either three-quarter view or full profile. The attire worn by manṣabdārs is also uniform, 
reflecting contemporary court fashion. Turbaned figures are shown wearing a jāma (robe), tied at the waist 
with a patka (sash), and paijāma (loose trousers). A kaṭār (two-handled dagger) or khanjar (curved dagger) 
is often tucked under the patka at the figure’s side. Formal analogies with this group of late sixteenth-century 
portraits indicate that the Fondation Custodia painting was the work of an artist trained at the Mughal taswīr 
khāna (Fig. 1a). In addition to the specificity of the individual’s facial features and the positioning of his 
body, the idiosyncratic handling of the figure’s armpit shading makes this attribution possible: the stippled 
application of black pigment to render this feature is characteristic of the Akbar period.6 Though figures are 
often displayed against a pale green ground, the Fondation Custodia portrait’s unpainted background is in 
keeping with some early imperial examples of the genre (e.g., Fig. 2).7 

In the Ā’īn-i Akbarī (Annals of Akbar), Abu’l Fazl notes the emperor’s investment in portraiture as a type 
of historical record. He states, ‘At His Majesty’s command portraits have been painted of all of His Majesty’s 
servants and a huge album (kitāb) has been made. Thus the dead have gained a new life, and the living an 
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Figure 1a: Portrait labelled Raja Jagannath, c. 1580-1590, No. 1993-T.17. © Fondation Custodia, 
Collection Frits Lugt, Paris.
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eternity.’8 Although no such muraqqa‘ (album) is known to exist today, it is clear that Akbar conceived of this 
project as a historical record for himself and for future generations. Mughal-employed artists endeavoured 
to reproduce in painted form the individual, distinguishing corporeal traits of Akbar’s contemporaries in 
order to craft a visual document of his reign. The workshop’s use of charbas (pounced drawings) ensured 
consistency between multiple portraits of the same person.9 

Beyond their documentary function, Abu’l Fazl notes that Akbar considered paintings to be ‘an excellent 
source, both of study and entertainment.’10 In addition to being objects of amusement, paintings of the 
visible world could provide insight into the hidden realities of existence, if studied properly. A painted 
portrait was, thus, meant to simultaneously embody the corporeal and the intangible or esoteric aspects of 

Figure 1b: Portrait labelled Raja Jagannath (detail of verso), c. 1580-1590, No. 1993-T.17. © Fondation Custodia, Collection 
Frits Lugt, Paris.
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Figure 2: Portrait of Shaykh Ibrahim Fathpuri, c. 1580-1590, 1999.27.3. © Fralin Museum of Art at the 
University of Virginia, Charlottesville. Gift of Neville and Donna Mobarakai.
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the person depicted. Artists in the imperial atelier who achieved this standard were lauded, as was the case 
for one of Akbar’s leading artists, ‘Abd al-Samad. In describing the evolution of the painter’s work, Abu’l 
Fazl notes that ‘Abd al-Samad’s ‘images have gained a depth of spirit,’ a quality the author attributes to the 
‘transmuting glance’ of Akbar.11 In the Muntakhabu’t-Tawārīkh (Selection of Chronicles), the author Bada’uni 
praises the work of Pairavi, an artist otherwise absent from the historical record, remarking that ‘he is a 
skillful painter and has attained by means of studying the outward form to hidden truths.’12 According to 
Abu’l Fazl, Akbar’s interest in European painting was rooted in similar aesthetic and metaphysical concerns. 
He writes, ‘Although in general a picture represents a material form and [here in particular] the painters of 
firang [Europe] quite often express, by using rare forms, our mental states and [thus] they lead the ones who 
consider only the outside of things to the place of inner meaning.’13 

These accounts of talented artists, both in the Mughal atelier and in Europe, are informed by the concept 
of waḥdat al-wujūd (oneness of being), a philosophy developed by the Spanish mystic Ibn ‘Arabi (1165-1240) 
and interwoven with contemporary Sufi thought at the Mughal court. According to this doctrine, beings in 
the visible world are all manifestations of the divine.14 The philosophy explores the relationship between 
sūrat (outer form or likeness) and ma‘nawī (inner meaning), or the material and immaterial aspects of 
an ‘indivisible Reality.’15 Abu’l Fazl frequently alludes to this interior-exterior binary in his writings. For 
instance, the author refers to Akbar as ‘sovereign over the internal and the external.’16 Elsewhere, he explains 
that Akbar was given ‘rule of the material and spiritual.’17

Derived from Neoplatonic philosophy, the Islamic physiognomic science of firāsa likely also shaped 
Akbar’s belief in the metaphysical capacity of images to reveal profound truths. Although it is difficult 
to determine which risāla al-firāsa (treatises on physiognomy) Akbar and his artists were familiar with, 
several scholars, including Natasha Eaton and Priscilla Soucek, have established that the ideas and practices 
associated with firāsa permeated the Perso-Islamic philosophical culture of the Mughal court.18 These 
practices encompassed inductive divination techniques wherein an individual’s psychology and morality 
could be revealed through an informed analysis of corporeal traits. Birth marks and beauty spots, shapes 
of footprints, and forms of limbs were esoterically connected to more profound realities and, as such, 
served as indicators of a person’s true temperament, personality, and virtue.19 Jahangir, Akbar’s son and heir, 
makes reference to this practice in a description of his father’s appearance. Writing in his memoir, Jahangir 
recounts that ‘on his left nostril he had a very beautiful fleshy mole, about the size of half a chickpea. 
Among those who have some expertise in the science of physiognomy such a mole is considered a sign 
of great good fortune.’20 As this passage suggests, the concept of firāsa is rooted in a belief in the power of 
calculated and experienced analysis of physical manifestations to discern essential truths. As with other 
physiognomic traditions, practitioners of firāsa claimed there was a scientific basis for their deductions.21 
Akbar would have considered himself eminently adept at deciphering relevant psychic information from 
likenesses, given his enlightened status as a divinely sanctioned ruler.22 Accordingly, portraits were put to 
practical use as vital physiognomic instruments of governance, allowing Akbar to discern the loyalties and 
true characters of his allies and enemies.23 

Because an image could capture a person’s spiritual essence, Akbar considered portraits to be 
embodiments of their subjects. For Akbar, a portrait was an animate manifestation of an individual or 
an extension of a person’s body. This concept is echoed in Alfred Gell’s notion of the ‘distributed person,’ 
wherein ‘personhood need not be coterminous with, or even necessarily centered on the body at all, but 
rather may be seen as spread “beyond the body-boundary.”’24 The emperor’s personal belief in the agency 
of images is revealed in an event recounted by his son Jahangir. Following the Mughal defeat of Hemu, 
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the Hindu ruler of Delhi, at the Second Battle of Panipat in 1556, Bairam Khan, Akbar’s regent, counselled 
the young emperor to kill his adversary. Responding to this advice, Akbar stated, ‘I have already torn him 
to pieces… One day in Kabul I was practicing drawing with Abdul-Samad Shirin-Qalam. I drew a picture 
of a person with disjointed limbs. One of those nearby asked who it was a picture of. I said, “It’s a picture 
of Hemu.”’25 Significantly, in this anecdote, the lines between physical and represented reality are blurred 
with regards to Hemu’s death, signalling that the portrait itself bore some essence of the emperor’s enemy. 
Akbar’s belief in the talismanic power of portraits similarly underscores his view that portraits embody 
the person pictured: images of religious and imperial figures were considered particularly potent, a notion 
reinforced in a series of medieval legends recorded in texts and albums of the Mughal court.26 

Collecting Mughal Portraits in Rajasthan:  
Marks of Ownership and Aesthetic Experimentation
Given the power and agency associated with imperially commissioned portraits, it is not surprising that 
images of this sort were collected in Rajasthan. Though some Mughal paintings may have arrived in 
Rajasthan as the result of purchase or plunder, in many cases, the Mughal portraits collected by Rajput 
leaders were received as diplomatic gifts from the imperial court.27 In addition to marrying Rajput 
princesses and appointing Rajasthani leaders to positions within his administration, Akbar forged political 
alliances through the ritual of gift exchange. The Jesuit missionary Antonio Monserrate was one of many 
contemporary writers to comment on Akbar’s diplomatic strategies, noting that the Mughal ruler ‘bound to 
him the petty kings of the regions … by means of treaties, gifts and promises.’28 While Monserrate describes 
the political motivations behind Akbar’s investment in gift exchange, local leaders allied to the Mughal court 
similarly benefitted from these transactions. By participating in the Mughal gift economy, regional courts 
under imperial jurisdiction obtained protection from neighbouring kingdoms. Recognising this ceremonial 
interaction as central to Mughal diplomacy, European merchants and ambassadors also lavished gifts on 
the emperor.29 

In the ceremony of gift exchange, both the Mughal emperor and his subordinates reaffirmed their loyalty 
and alliance, enacted through an economy of symbolic goods. When attending obligatory Mughal darbār 
(court ceremony), it was customary and expected that manṣabdārs would present the emperor with nazr 
(gifts), the material expression and embodiment of loyalty to the emperor. The in‘ām (goods and money 
given in return) could be interpreted as a reward for loyal and capable service to the empire. The transfer 
of gifts at the Mughal court served as a public display, or ceremonial verification, of the power dynamics 
between the donor and recipient, revealing and reiterating social and political hierarchies.30 The Mughal 
practice of gift exchange was not unlike the gift economy described in anthropological terms by Marcel 
Mauss and Pierre Bourdieu, wherein presents, though they appear to be given voluntarily, are exchanged 
out of a sense of social obligation.31 Presents given within this cultural milieu are imbued with an essential 
part of the benefactor, a ‘presence of the donor in the gift, making these presents a type of “inalienable 
possession”’.32

The indexical and talismanic functions of imperial portraits made them particularly valuable within the 
Mughal-Rajput gift economy. In a 1616 letter to Prince Khurram (the future Mughal emperor Shah Jahan), 
the English ambassador Thomas Roe wrote of a gifting ceremony at a Mughal darbār in which he received a 
small shast (turban ornament or pendant) with a picture of Jahangir, a type of portrait reserved for only the 
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most respected officials at the Mughal court.33 Though the miniature portrait had negligible monetary value 
according to Roe, it was imbued with great cultural value within the context of the Mughal gift economy.34 

Textual evidence and material remains verify that Rajput rulers owned Akbari portraits, making 
them available to the artists they employed as models of contemporary trends in Mughal painting. Naval 
Krishna and Molly Aitken’s studies of Bikaner and Jaipur archival records, dated to the late seventeenth 
and early eighteenth century, indicate that Mughal-commissioned portraits were incorporated into Rajput 
royal collections along with portraits made by local artists in Rajasthan.35 In some cases, portraits that 
were painted in the Mughal taswīr khāna bear Rajasthani scribal notes added by clerks during systematic 
inspections of Rajput collections. During the reign of Maharana Fateh Singh of Mewar (r. 1884-1930), for 
example, paintings in the storeroom, or Jotdan, of the City Palace in Udaipur were numbered and divided 
into categories. Andrew Topsfield has demonstrated that each painting in the collection was inventoried 
with two red numbers on its verso: one specified the theme or subject of the painting following the 
established taxonomy and the other indicated the painting’s serial number within that category.36 Using 
the Jotdan numbering system, each collected painting, regardless of place or date of origin, was integrated 
into the Mewari clerks’ classification system. Mughal portraits and animal studies, Topsfield notes, were 
particularly well represented in the late nineteenth-century Mewar royal collection, with most of these 
being acquired by the beginning of the eighteenth century.37 Several Akbar-period portraits were among the 
Mughal paintings in Mewar at the time of the inventory, including a picture of the renowned singer Tansen 
and a double portrait of Akbar handing a falcon to one of his heirs.38  

Codicological analysis also reveals that a subset of the Mughal paintings inventoried in Mewar apparently 
arrived in the royal collection by way of the Rajput court of Amber. In addition to a Mewari Jotdan number, 
paintings in this group bear an older Devanāgarī inscription of Amber provenance, which includes the date 
1699 CE (AH 1111) and an assessment of monetary value.39 John Seyller writes that this set of paintings appears 
to have been gifted by Maharaja Jai Singh II of Amber to Maharana Amar Singh II of Mewar around 1700.40 
For example, a portrait of Rana Karan Singh of Mewar made in the imperial atelier during Jahangir’s reign 
(1605-1627), bears a Mewari Jotdan inventory number as well as a 1699 inscription added in Amber (Fig. 3a-
b). Collector’s seals of the Mughal emperors Shah Jahan and Aurangzeb, added before the painting arrived 
in Rajasthan, are also present.41 These notations on the painting’s verso make it clear that it was transferred 
from the Mughal court to Amber, and subsequently to Mewar. Although neither of the distinctive Mewar or 
Amber-type inscriptions appears on the reverse of the Fondation Custodia portrait, the number 36 written 
in Hindi numerals on the painting’s verso may reference another inventory process (Fig. 1b).

Besides numbering acquired paintings as a means of categorisation, Rajput collectors added to and 
altered Mughal portraits in other meaningful ways. Images were often trimmed and placed within new 
borders. The gold-flecked coral paper surrounding the Fondation Custodia portrait indicates that it was 
remounted, as this type of border was common in the eighteenth century. This physical change to the page 
indicates that the Mughal portrait was intended for inclusion in an album, and, as such, was in the process of 
being assimilated into a new collection. In some cases, multiple portraits were combined on a single album 
page. Painted elements were often added to frame older portraits. One such folio in the Ashmolean Museum 
includes an Akbar-period portrait of the emperor’s son Daniyal flanked by later depictions of Daniyal’s sons 
(Fig. 4a-b). The red inventory note on the verso and the large gold Devanāgarī label on the recto of the 
folio indicate that this album page may have been assembled in Mewar.42 Because Akbari portraits were 
invariably full-length, the bust portrait of Daniyal was likely excerpted from a larger portrait that included 
the prince’s lower body. In order to unite the three portraits in a unified composition and underscore the 
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social status of the three subjects, an artist rendered architectural details surrounding each image such that 
the three figures appear to be seated in adjacent jharōka (overhanging enclosed balcony) windows. This 
format references the location where members of the imperial family routinely displayed themselves to 
the public. This reframing of the portrait undoubtedly altered the experience of viewing it, as the palatial 
setting visually marked the royal status of each individual as well as their genealogical connections to one 
another. Moreover, the person responsible for remounting the portrait of Daniyal made alterations to it 
such that this product of the Akbar period would conform to new portrait conventions: during the reign 
of Akbar’s successor, Jahangir, jharōka portraits became increasingly common and were produced at both 
Mughal and Rajput courts.

The unusual red pigment surrounding the figure 
of the Fondation Custodia portrait appears to be 
a similar sort of revision indicating that regional 
artists were experimenting with and assimilating 
the aesthetics of Mughal portraiture into their local 
painting idiom (Fig. 1a). This pigment is applied 
rather sloppily and overlaps the figure in several 
areas, suggesting that it was added after the portrait 
itself was complete. The edges of Akbar’s turban, left 
shoulder, and paijāma are clearly obscured by this 
later modification. The person responsible for this 
alteration also appears to have defined the points of 
the figure’s chākdār (six-pointed) jāma with swipes 
of very thin red pigment. Though it is difficult to 
determine when exactly this alteration was made, it 
seems reasonable to believe that it occurred outside 
of the Mughal atelier. The use of red to surround 
figural representations is a characteristic not 
typically associated with Mughal portraiture of the 
late sixteenth century: though paintings in Akbari 
manuscripts from several decades earlier do employ 
red backgrounds to highlight figures, as is the case 
in illustrations of the Cleveland Tūtīnāma (Tales of 
a Parrot),43 no other Akbar-period portraits that I am 
aware of possess this unusual trait.

The presence of the red pigment surrounding 
this Mughal-commissioned portrait can perhaps 
be understood within the context of other Indian 
painting traditions. Works belonging to the 
Caurapañcāśikā group, the predominant painting 
style in northern India during the first half of the 
sixteenth century are characterised by the application 
of blocks of bold colour, often in red, to frame 
figures.44 This trait persisted in a number of regional 

Figure 3a: Portrait of Rana Karan Singh of Mewar, c. 1615-
1620, No. 1991-T.22. © Fondation Custodia, Collection Frits 
Lugt, Paris.
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sūrat khānas associated with the patronage of Rajput 
rulers. As Andrew Topsfield has demonstrated, 
paintings belonging to the Caurapañcāśikā group 
were likely commissioned in Rajasthan in the early 
sixteenth century and, as a result, many Rajput 
painting styles of the Mughal era are rooted in this 
aesthetic tradition.45 Though Rajasthani portraits 
are often painted on green backgrounds, echoing 
imperial models, a number are set against red or 
maroon backdrops.46 The addition of this feature to 
the Fondation Custodia portrait suggests that the 
painting was altered by an artist familiar with the 
indigenous, Rajput painting tradition. Moreover, 
because the entire background is not painted red, 
it seems that the artist applied this pigment as an 
aesthetic experiment.

(Re)defining the Portrait 
Genre in Rajasthan:  
Translation and  
Identification
The Devanāgarī inscription above the figure, 
identifying the subject as Raja Jagannath, is 
another indicator that the painting may have been 
incorporated into a Rajput collection (Fig. 1a).47 If 
the inscription had been added at the Mughal court 
where the painting was made, it would have been 
written in Persian.48 Instead, the Devanāgarī text can 
be attributed to a scribe working at a court where 
some variant of Hindi was spoken. The Devanāgarī 
text can, thus, be assigned a later date than the 
painted figure. A nasta‘līq inscription on the verso, repeating the name Jagannath and adding that he was 
the paternal uncle of Raja Man Singh of Amber, must also postdate the painting, as it is written on the back 
of the newer mount (Fig. 1b).49 It was not unusual for Mughal portraits to be inscribed with Devanāgarī text 
labelling the subject of the work (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3). Many Mughal portraits that were collected in Mewar, 
for example, bear a distinctive gold Devanāgarī inscription (e.g., Fig. 4b).

Beyond simply identifying the subject to a Hindi speaking audience, Devanāgarī additions can be 
understood as a type of cultural translation in which Mughal portraits were made to conform to preexisting 
Rajasthani standards for the genre. In adding this text, the scribe was participating in a long tradition of portrait 
production wherein the identity of the subject was indicated through words rather than pictorial likeness. 
The scholarship of Padma Kaimal, Jack Laughlin, and Vincent Lefèvre, among others, on the topic of South 

Figure 3b: Portrait of Rana Karan Singh of Mewar (verso), 
c. 1615-1620, No. 1991-T.22. © Fondation Custodia, Collection 
Frits Lugt, Paris.
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Asian sculptural representation has demonstrated 
that a portrait need not resemble its subject, provided 
that the figure is identified in a manner legible to its 
intended viewers. Artists, therefore, commonly relied 
on text to establish a subject’s identity.50 The same is 
true for ‘pre-Mughal’ painted figures. Prior to Akbar’s 
establishment of an imperial atelier around 1560, 
painted portraits of historical and literary figures 
were generic in appearance, relying on written labels 
for identification.51 

In his book on the genre, Richard Brilliant 
describes portraits as ‘art works, intentionally made 
of living or once living people by artists, in a variety of 
media, and for an audience.’52 Located at the ‘interface 
between art and social life,’ portraits are documents 
of a particular historical moment, employing artistic 
conventions that function within a specific cultural 
milieu.53 Brilliant’s definition of portraiture recalls 
Ernst Gombrich’s notion of ‘schemata,’ in which an 
image is ‘not a faithful record of a visual experience 
but the faithful construction of a relational model,’ 
as well as Joanna Woodall’s concept of ‘the historical 
contingency of likeness.’54 The necessary function of 
the portrait is one of signifying, or making reference 
to, the subject. To function as a portrait, an image 
‘must somehow successfully articulate within its 
own culture its role as an index to that person’s 

extra-artistic reality.’55 Physiognomic mimesis is not the only means by which the signifier (portrait) can be 
associated with the signified (person).56 Text can also bridge this gap, thereby freeing the artist of a mimetic 
imperative.57 

While ‘pre-Mughal’ portraits employed text to associate image and subject, Mughal portraits of 
the Akbar era were designed to signify through physiognomic accuracy. Given their central role in the 

Figure 4a: Prince Daniyal and his sons, c. 1600 (central 
portrait only), EA1990.7.© Ashmolean Museum, University 
of Oxford.

Figure 4b: Prince Daniyal and his sons (inscription on recto, in lower border), EA1990.7. Photograph by author, courtesy of 
Ashmolean Museum, University of Oxford.
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practice of firāsa and in the documentation of the 
empire, Mughal portraits were valued primarily as 
likenesses. Consequently, it appears that text was 
not an essential component of the portrait genre 
during Akbar’s reign. Few Akbari portraits were 
inscribed in nasta‘līq at the time of their production. 
The portraits Akbar commissioned that bear Persian 
labels were often inscribed by his son, Jahangir, in a 
characteristically loose hand.58 As a self-proclaimed 
connoisseur of painting,59 Jahangir added both 
subject and artist names to many of the products of 
his father’s taswīr khāna. At the time, it was common 
to label individual figures in darbār group portraits, 
a departure from Akbari practices: figures pictured 
in Akbarnāma darbār paintings, for example, are 
not labelled, whereas Jahangir-era darbār images 
often incorporate text as a means of identification 
(Fig. 5).60 The original absence of labels on Akbari 
portraits may indicate that the image, or visual text, 
was meant to do the work of signifying. 

Outside the Mughal court, however, the practice 
of using text to associate an image with the person it 
represented persisted. Though there may have been 
a documentary impulse behind these Devanāgarī 
inscriptions, I also consider these textual additions 
to be a continuation of a ‘pre-Mughal’ tradition in 
which a portrait was comprised of both image and 
text. In the process of making and amending Mughal 
portraits, two different conceptions of the portrait 
genre were brought to bear on the paintings themselves. In order for a single painting to function as a 
portrait in both Mughal and Rajput contexts, likeness and textual identification were both required. Put 
differently, a sort of linguistic and cultural translation occurred in the act of inscription. Though the field 
of translation has been dominated by linguistic studies, more recent scholarship has expanded theories of  
translation to the realm of cultural production.61 Susan Bassnett and Andrè Lefevere describe the act of 
translation as contextual.62 Translators adapt or transform the original, ‘foreign’ work to conform to the 
social and artistic constructs of the ‘receiving culture.’63 In his study of Hindu-Muslim cultural exchange 
in medieval South Asia, Finbarr B. Flood describes translation as ‘both an explanatory metaphor and a 
dynamic practice through which the circulation, mediation, reception, and transformation of distinct 
cultural forms and practices is effected.’64 

In the process of translation, information can be lost or altered. Because Akbar-era Mughal portraits 
signify primarily through physiognomic likeness and were often not inscribed at the time of their production, 
they are subject to potential misidentification. When some of these early Mughal paintings were inscribed 
subsequently at Rajput courts, it was not uncommon for erroneous information to be included.65 A gold 
Devanāgarī inscription written in Mewar on the border of a Persian painting, for instance, mistakenly 

Figure 5: Jahangir receiving Prince Parviz in a garden, a 
page from the Minto Album, c. 1610, IM.9-1925. © Victoria 
and Albert Museum, London.
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identifies the enthroned figure as Humayun, Akbar’s 
father and predecessor.66 A portrait of Shaykh Ibrahim 
Fathpuri is another such example (Fig. 2). This 
portrait is labelled in nasta‘līq and Devanāgarī script 
with the name Shaykh Ibrahim Fathpuri, nephew of 
the famous Shaykh Salim Chishti and manṣabdār 
during the reign of Akbar. In the absence of any 
other portraits of this individual, it is impossible to 
verify the textual identification. However, if this label 
is correct, then additional information provided in 
the inscription is certainly invalid. Though Shaykh 
Ibrahim died in 1590, information written on the 
painting suggests that he was in the service of 
Jahangir, whose reign began fifteen years later than 
Ibrahim’s death. The text also describes the subject’s 
relationship to Jahangir’s wife, Nur Jahan Begum.67 
Because scholars have tended to rely on written text 
over likeness in identifying the subjects of Mughal 
and Rajput portraits, these sorts of contradictions 
between image and inscription have often been 
overlooked. As Flood notes, that ‘the dominance of a 
textual paradigm has obscured the semiotic potential 
of materials and materiality even as they relate to 
textual sources.’68

In addition to specious inscriptions appended to 
Mughal paintings, Rajput copies of Mughal portraits can be similarly mislabelled. In another example of 
mistranslation, a Rajput artist working in the late seventeenth century painted a posthumous portrait of Raja 
Suraj Singh of Marwar based on an earlier Mughal model (Figs. 6 and 7). Multiple versions of the portrait, 
likely based on the same charba, were executed at Akbar’s taswīr khāna.69 Compositional and physiognomic 
similarities between the Rajput production (now in the Victoria and Albert Museum) and the group of 
Akbar-period portraits make it clear that the Rajput artist saw at least one of these Mughal representations 
of Suraj Singh, or possibly an additional copy that has since been destroyed or lost. Though the three known 
Mughal versions of the Suraj Singh portrait bear nasta‘līq inscriptions identifying the subject, Devanāgarī 
text on the verso of the Victoria and Albert Museum portrait incorrectly identifies the subject as Rao Surjan 
Singh (presumably of Bundi).

Given the potential for misidentification as a result of the translation process, it is prudent to question 
the veracity of Devanāgarī inscriptions on Mughal paintings. The text on the Fondation Custodia portrait 
names the subject as Raja Jagannath of Amber (Fig. 1a). However, in juxtaposing this portrait with the only 
other contemporary Mughal image of the Rajput royal figure, now bound in an album in the Royal Collection 
Trust at Windsor Castle, this identification appears more uncertain (Fig. 8). The broad shoulders and darker 
complexion of the figure in the Fondation Custodia painting distinguish it from the Windsor image. The 
turban types are also markedly different. Although it may never be possible to determine definitively the 
subject of the Fondation Custodia portrait, physiognomic affinities with contemporary Mughal images of 
Akbar, in both narrative illustrations and portraits, may indicate that the portrait was meant to represent 

Figure 6: Portrait of Raja Suraj Singh of 
Marwar, c. 1690, IS.344-1951. © Victoria and 
Albert Museum, London.
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the emperor (Figs. 9 and 10).70 Though these images 
of Akbar differ slightly, in each, the emperor has 
a straight, rather delicate nose and a long, thin 
moustache. The heavy eyelid and furrowed brow 
of each image convey something of the emperor’s 
personality as a conscientious and concerned leader. 
The costume is also comparable, as he is dressed in 
a white jāma, patterned gold patka, and aṭpaṭī (flat-
type) turban in each image. Though this simple 

Figure 7: Portrait of Raja Suraj Singh Rathor, attributed 
to Bishandas, a page from the Prince Khurram Album, 
c. 1600, 2013.313. © The Cleveland Museum of Art. Gift in 
honor of Madeline Neves Clapp, gift of Mrs. Henry White 
Cannon by exchange, bequest of Louise T. Cooper, Leonard 
C. Hanna Jr. Fund, from the Catherine and Ralph Benkaim 
Collection.

Figure 8: Portrait of Raja Jagannath of Amber, c. 1610-
1620, Royal Collection Trust, RCIN 1005038 folio 44r. © Her 
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II 2017.
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jāma may appear rather austere for an emperor, Sylvia Houghteling’s recent scholarship reveals that this 
diaphanous malmal (cotton muslin) was instead a luxury fabric reserved for South Asia’s elite.71 Although 
it was customary for Muslims to tie their jāma on the right and Hindus on the left, countless portraits 
contradict this sartorial tradition (e.g., Figs. 2 and 3a). The fact that the figure pictured in the Fondation 
Custodia portrait wears his jāma fastened at the left does not imply that he is Hindu, nor does it eliminate 
the possibility that this is a likeness of the Muslim emperor Akbar. If the Fondation Custodia portrait is, in 
fact, an image of Akbar, the painting would have been a highly prized possession at a Rajput court: because 
portraits were considered embodiments of their subjects, this painting would have been evidence of a 
Rajput collector’s intimate relationship with the emperor.

Conclusion
In the case of Mughal-Rajput artistic exchange, inconsistencies between image and text may be the result of a 
complex process of linguistic and cultural translation wherein Mughal portraits were made recognisable and 
understandable to a Rajput audience. Appended Devanāgarī script made portraits identifiable to members 
of South Asia’s Hindi-speaking community while also adapting Mughal paintings to indigenous modes of 
art reception: for centuries before Mughal developments in physiognomic likeness, text was an essential 
component of portraiture, making explicit the relationship between image and individual.

Figure 10: Equestrian portrait of Akbar with a standard-
bearer, by Sharif, c. 1585, 1948,1009,0.66. © Trustees of the 
British Museum, London.

Figure 9: Akbar supervising the building of 
Fatehpur Sikri (detail), by Tulsi, Bandi, and 
Madhav Khord, a page from an illustrated 
copy of the Akbarnāma, c. 1587, IS.2:91-1896. 
© Victoria and Albert Museum, London.
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These examples also reveal the instability of images by demonstrating that a portrait’s meaning is not 
fixed. The intent of an artist or patron does not always align with a viewer’s interpretation of the work. 
A series of verbal and visual interventions seems to have given some paintings new meaning for a Rajput 
audience. In remounting Mughal portraits in new borders and adding inventory notations and Devanāgarī 
labels, collectors, scribes, and craftsmen incorporated these paintings into regional collections. In this sense, 
paintings were themselves the sites of Mughal-Rajput cultural exchange, and palimpsests of materials and 
meanings.72 

Scholarship has tended to stress the influence of Mughal painting on Rajput artistic output, often 
portraying local patrons and artists as passively accepting and mimicking the Mughal style. Though Mughal 
techniques were certainly adopted in local painting ateliers, indigenous styles and motifs persisted. Aspects 
of imperial portrait aesthetics were assimilated into preexisting painting traditions. The Fondation Custodia 
portrait with its later modifications provides crucial evidence of the process of stylistic experimentation 
and innovation that occurred at many Rajput courts.
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